
“For us, luxury is giving our clients access to experiences the 
ordinary traveler does not have access to....”



Custom Made Itineraries 
Discover Switzerland like few have seen it with our bespoke private 

itineraries which will take you through the country’s most diverse 

and striking regions at the pace that you enjoy. 

Being locals ourselves, you’ll experience our best kept secrets, 

far from the mainstream tourist map, 

without missing on any of the essentials.  



Noteworthy Hotels
Our hotels vary from the most typical 

of chalets to properties that have completely 

escaped the ordinary, without overlooking 

the truly unique boutique hotels with views you’ll never forget. 

We don’t work with any big hotels where you’re just a room number, 

we only work with the exceptional “gems” 

that we’ve seen and experienced ourselves.



Private “Un-googable” Activities
The cherry on any trip: 

exclusive access to our own curated selection of 

hand-picked private experiences and guided day tours that are sure 

to take you off the mainstream tourist map. 

 From the alphorn to watch-making, 

from dog sledding to making your own cheese to take home,

without forgetting wine and cow-bell making, 

and everything in between.

Local expertise is our craft. 



Our Services
- An entry ticket to our local expertise: we’re from here, we know our country 

personally and speak the local languages  

- Full travel planning service: from the itinerary design, 

to reserving all the hotels, activities and transportation

- 24/7 assistance while you’re here 

- Exclusive access to our hand-selected experiences and hotels

- The best private guides and drives to take you on a day tour, 

or to accompany you throughout your whole journey

- Your personalised travel book with our tips for each day on which scenic routes 

to take, the restaurants to try, where to go, and what to do. 

- Dining reservations at our favorite restaurants

- Special in-room amenities

- Your guaranteed peace of mind

.... and many surprises along the way! 



Day Tours Around Lake Geneva

Experience the region like few get to see it, on the road less taken with our very 

own native local, Max. Let him whisk you away for a custom

 excursion that goes beyond the traditional tick-the-landmark-off-the-list tour 

through the scenic alpine routes, to some of the most beautiful landscape in the 

country. En route, you’ll have the option of visiting a local cheese-maker in his 

private workshop, immersing yourself in the local art of 

Scherrenschnitte, or perhaps you’ll give chocolate making a try alongside Swit-

zerland’s most talented chocolatier, taste the local wine in a family-owned winery, 

and enjoy a fondue in a jaw-dropping, exclusive setting amidst the 

UNESCO-protected vineyards overlooking Lake Geneva and the French Alps... 



Whatever the Occasion...
Fabulous ski holidays 

An unforgettable honeymoon

Fun for the whole family

Chauffeur-guided 

Self-driven roadtrip

City-hopping

Wellness & spa

Active & adventure

Small group get-together 

Pre river cruise vacation 



La Provence
A region close to our hearts, so much that we even chose 

it to be our wedding venue in 2018. 

We’ve spent countless weeks here together every year  

and can’t wait to show you the gems that have us coming back time and 

time again...

COMING SOON 



Dear traveller, 

To briefly introduce ourselves, we’re two proud Swiss natives with a five-star hospitality 

background, here to guide you, inspire you and show you the true spirit of Switzerland. 

We’ve seen all of our hand-picked hotels, tested all of our immersive experiences, hiked 

all the hikes and travelled to all the destinations we’ve curated just for you.  

We’re not like most travel companies, nor do we want to be: we don’t want to be the 

biggest, we want to be the best at what we do. We don’t work with any pre-set pack-

ages, because we firmly believe that for a trip to be special, it has to be as individual as 

you are. That’s why we especially value our person to person approach. 

One of the biggest compliments we’ve received from our clients is that they didn’t feel 

like they were calling a travel agency, but more like friends in a country giving recom-

mendations. And we hope you’ll find that in us too for your next trip to  Switzerland.

“A bientôt”,

Chantal & Max



“When you visit a country where you know someone, you see that 

country like no tourist would ever see it.  You see places and things perhaps known only to local 

residents and you hear the stories of what they know about their homeland and growing up there. 

Because of Chantal and Max, this is the kind of experience we had on our Swiss Journey. A most 

memorable, unmatched time.”

-Rashida & Frank, USA-

“It was an exceptional experience. We stayed in hotels and locations that we would not have found 

on our own. It was seamless and a most memorable trip for all of us.

We would highly recommend Chantal & Max.”

-Sarah, USA- 

“The hotels and activities were wonderful and felt exclusive. We very rarely had to deal with bus-

loads of tourists and enjoyed interacting more with the locals to get a better idea of life in Switzer-

land rather than just checking things-to-see of a list. I wish we could find a team like yourselves for 

every one of our holidays!”

- Jennifer, South Africa - 

What our Travellers Say 



Chantal & Max SARL 

7 Rue de la Porcelaine 

1260 Nyon, Switzerland 

+41 76 308 20 18 
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